**Digital Economy**

Tracking Thousands of Companies in New Markets

Ideal for Business, Education and Government Use

**Digital Economy** is an online library of powerful interactive databases about technology markets. The data is updated daily to show you changes in the digital economy by company, sector, and country. Smart bots monitor the information to identify market trends, competitors, executives, developments, and much more.

It's easy to spot opportunities when you have well-organized information from thousands of companies at your disposal. Original company sources in 150 countries make your research and sales prospecting easier and more effective.

We help you find companies and technology solutions for Business, Marketing, Finance, Engineering, Manufacturing, and Research. You can track the latest developments in Computing, Quantum, Space-Tech, Web3, Security, FinTech, Crypto, AI and GPT from original sources, updated daily in real-time.

A powerful and user-friendly online Selection Chart guides you to the right information. It allows you to confidently monitor the knowledge economy and identify opportunities as they arise.
Vast Amount of Organized Information & GPT

Smart bots monitor thousands of companies in over 150 countries daily to identify new markets, competitors, execs, jobs, technology, and business trends. TechGPT is available for developing custom reports and presentations.

1. Artificial Intelligence & Robotics
2. Advertising & Online Marketing
3. Aerospace and Drones
4. Agricultural Technology
5. Alternative Power Sources
6. Biotechnology Markets
7. Clouds & Network Technology
8. Communications and Wireless
9. Cryptocurrency and Blockchain
10. Data Storage Technology
11. Education and Distance Learning
12. Enterprise IT Solutions
13. Environment and Green Tech
14. Financial Technology
15. Generative AI GPT
16. Imaging, Video, Photography
17. Internet Technology Solutions
18. Internet of Things IoT
19. Legal Technology and Services
20. Manufacturing and 3D Printing
21. Mapping and GIS
22. Media and Entertainment
23. Medical Health Technology
24. No-Code Software
25. Operating Systems Software
26. Predictive Big data Analytics
27. Publishing Online Solutions
28. Quantum and Computation
29. Sales Automation & CRM
30. Satellites and Space
31. Security Technology
32. Semiconductor Technology
33. Smart Cities Solutions
34. Social Networking & Assoc
35. Stem Cell Research
36. Supply Chain Management
37. Telecom and ICT
38. Transportation Autonomy
39. Voice, Speech, Telephony
40. Web3 and Metaverse

Digital Economy offers clients unlimited multi-user access to 40 Technology Market Reviews defining the Digital Economy worldwide. The 1000-page Selection Chart is a technology index of Companies and Research Labs, guiding users to the Market Reviews and their original-source information updated daily.

PRICES

We welcome inquiries from Resellers and Affiliate Marketers.

19 Pleasant Street, Gloucester, MA 01930, USA
(978) 283-2100 • sales@computerreview.com